
PULSAR
The ultimate laser for particle acceleration applications.

PULSAR 
The design and production of robust and reliable, ultra-
intense femtosecond laser systems is a cornerstone 
of Amplitude Technologies’ research and development 
program. The Pulsar laser system is the result of this 
strategy offering reference performance levels and 
making it the ultimate choice for demanding high field 
physics applications.

Real-time command and control of the system is 
achieved via Amplitude’s proprietary computer interface 
providing fail-proof operation day-in, day-out.

Pulsar delivers highly stable and reproducible ultra-
short pulses with high temporal contrast. This 
makes unsurpassed levels of stable energy possible, 
allowing record particle acceleration performance to 
be achieved.

Amplitude’s complete project management program 
provides industry-leading levels of customer support. 
From the first steps of the design concept, through 
to laboratory installation, training and ongoing after-
sales requirements, the Amplitude team is on-hand 
to provide the support your application demands.

KEY FEATURES
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Ultra-short temporal 
duration
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Ultra-stable energy 
output up to tens 
of Joules (<1% 
RMS)
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High temporal 
contrast > 10^10 
upgrade to 
>10^12 available
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Complete project 
management 
from design 
concept through 
to installation and 
training
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Real-time 
computer 
command and 
control
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1 #     Real-time 
computer com-
mand and control
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CONTROL / COMMAND

4 #     High 
temporal contrast > 
10^10 upgrade to 
>10^12 available

TEMPORAL CONTRAST

OUTPUT STABILITY
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TEMPORAL DURATION

2 #     Ultra-short 
temporal duration 

3 #     Ultra-stable 
energy output up 
to tens of Joules 
(<1% RMS) 
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